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The Density of a Three-parameter Random Variable 
with the Gamma Distribution as the Density 

of a Finite or Infinite Product

Abstract. In 1960-1970, many papers appeared in which the density of fi
nite products of continuous random variables with distributions of the types 
gamma, beta, normal, Bessel and others was defined. The aim of this paper 
is to show how to present a three-parameter density function of a random 
variable with the gamma (generalized) distribution as a density of a finite or 
infinite product of independent random variables Xk, where k € {1,... ,n} 
or k € N, which we write

or x^nxt. 
t=l *=1

The presentation of a random variable, with the gamma distribution, 
in the form of an infinite product of random variables, with the same dis
tributions was used by Lu and Richards in 1993, to define square of the 
Vandermonde determinant with random elements.

xp 1 exp (-^-) , ®>0, p,A,©>0,

1. Introduction. We consider three-parameter (generalized) gamma dis
tribution of a random variable X with the density function 

W /(»ie,A,p)=
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where is a parameter of scale, and p, X are parameters of shape.
In particular, we consider
1. the Weibull distribution, if A = p > 0 ,
2. the Rayleigh distribution, if A = p = 2,
3. the Maxwell distribution, if A = 2,p = 3,
4. the exponential distribution, if A = l,p = 1,
5. the Erlang distribution, if A = l,p e N,
6. the chi-square distribution, if A = 1, 0 = 2,p = |n,
7. the gamma distribution, if A = l,p 1,
8. the normal distribution, restricted at x = 0, for x > 0 if p = 1,

A = 2,0 = 2a2.
In a similar way as in [11], we use the Mellin transform Afx(s) of the 

form
Mx(s) = EXS,

where s is a complex variable, which gives

(2) = 0</Ar r-1 , Res > —p.

The gamma function can be replaced as a finite or infinite product,
[2, 8.322-8.335].

r(nz) = (27r)(1"n)/2 n"1’0'5 T fx +
k=l ' n '

2. The case of a finite product. Applying the formula (8.335) in [2]:

(3)

to the function gamma in (2), we can rewrite (2) after some calculation as

(4) ,, ,,, n (*& + V)" 11----r (-£- + *=■)------- •
fc=l 1 VnA T n I

We now apply to each factor <7k(s) of the finite product n*=i 9k(s), the 
inverse of the Mellin transform. The result will be denoted by

(5)
| rc+too

fk(x\Q,X,p)=— x~3~1 gk(s)ds, Res>-p.2™ Jc-ioo

Since c = Res > —p, we can assume that c = 0 and we obtain 

nA
fk(x | 0, A,p) =

(„0)A+-^r(X +tl) 

x IP+(‘-»>->exp(-^-) , fc = 1,2,...,
n.

(6)
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It is easy to check that, for each k = 1,2,.., n, Jo" fk(x\Q,X,p) = 1. 
Therefore, by the nonnegativity of the integrand, we conclude that the 
formula (6) defines the probability density function of the random variable 
Xk on the interval [0,oo), and consequently, we conclude that each factor 
</jt(s),A; = l,2,..,n of the product f[fc=i *s the Mellin transform of the 
random variable Xk with density (6).

Since the finite product of the Mellin transforms of indepedent random 
variables is equal to the Mellin transform of the product of these random 
variables, we obtain

n

(?) n^*W = ^n:..x.W
fc=l

and, by (2) and (4), we have
n

(8) Afx(s) = {] Afx*(s)
fc=i

thus, from (7) and (8) follows

Mx(s) = Afnj=i xjs).

If we now apply to both sides of the last equation the inverse of the Mellin 
transform, we obtain the following stochastic equality

%=nxfc
jt=i

which implies

Theorem 1. The density of the three-parrneter (generalized) gamma dis
tribution of a random variable X is eqal to the density of a product n£=i ^k 
of indepedent and nonnegative random variables Xk,k = 1,2, ..,n with gen
eralized gamma distributions too, defined by (6), and with a common pa
rameter of scale "\/nQ.

Since fk(x\Q, p, A) as defined by (6) is the density function of the random 
variable Xk, and the Mellin transform of Xk is the factor gk(s) of the product 
(4), we can apply the formula (3) for each n > 2, for example n = nj, to the 
both gamma functions in (4) and we can replace by (0n)s^nni A).
Then we can rewrite (4) as

(9) wx(»)=n n — r ( l ini 4. im
ynniA ' nn, ' n.k=l fc,=l

0
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Applying to each factor of the above product the inverse of the Mellin 
transform we obtain

fk,kAx I 0Ap)
nnj A

(n„,0)^ + fef+iir + tl + irzl,

(10)
x a;p+(fc_1)A+n(*:i~1)A'1exp fc = 1,2,... , n, 

fci = ,m.

We denote by Xk,ki the random variable with the density function 
(a:|0, A,p) and the result can be written as

*=n*‘=nn*M,.
k=l k=l fcj = l

Repeating the previous method arbitrarily many times and changing pa
rameters of scale, parameters of shape and taking a corresponding constant 
we obtain that the integrals of the density functions defined by (1), (6), (10) 
and analogously, on the interval [0,oo) are equal to 1.

3. The case of an infinite product. Applying the Knar formula [2,8.324] 
in [2]:

r(x +1) = 4- n [r (5 + £) r-1 (j)],

to the function gamma in (2), we can rewrite (2) after some calculation as

(U) Mx(s)
” (4e)-/0*»r (i + 

»=> r(l+2?y)
Res > —p.

We now use, to some factor ^^(s) of the infinite product flkii 5fc(iS)) the 
inverse of the Mellin transform. By Res > —p, we can assume c = 0 and 
we obtain
(12)

/fc(x|0,A,p) = ________ _________  (2‘-> -i)a+p-i
(40)*+^r(L + £^)

It is easy to check that, for each k € N, the condition fk(x\0, \,p)dx = 
1 holds. Therefore, by fk > 0, we conclude that the formula (12) has defined
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the probability density function of the random variable Xk on the interval 
[0,oo), and consequently, we conclude that each factor gk(s),k G N of the 
product n*Li 5fc(s) *s the Mellin transform of the random variable Xk with 
density (12).

At last we shall prove that Ilk^i 9k(s) *s the Mellin transform of 
where

(4e)»/(2*A)r(i + gzH^) 

r(i + 2^t)
9k(s)

Since Af%(it) = ^/nx(f)> where is the characteristic function, we have 
also

(13)
n
fc=l

(40)’(^2‘A>r(| + 2kA IAfx(it)
OOn ^ZnX*(0
k-1

= ‘nX> (0= ^ln nr=i ** (0 • 

Therefore we conclude that
OO

(u) x=n*‘’
k=1

where Xk are random variables, whose distributions are determined by for
mula (12).

We have the following

Theorem 2. The density of a three-parameter gamma distribution of a 
random variable X which is of the form (1) is equal to the density of the 
infinite product f[£Li xk of indepedent and nonnegative random variables 
Xk,k G N with distributions of the gamma gamma defined by (12) with the 
scale parameter (40)1/(A2 ’, respectively.

In this case we apply the Knar formula to the both gamma functions in 
(11) and each factor of the product FI^=i 9k,ki(s)- Then we have the 
decomposition of the random variable X

OO oo

(is) x=nn^>-
*:=i jti=i

This method can be repeated to the succesive infinite decompositions.
By the equality (14) it follows that

00
In X = 52ln Xk ■ 

k-1

We shall prove
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Theorem 3. The series of random variables ^S^lnA^. converges with 
probability 1 to In X.

Proof. We use the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund theorem [6]: if, for a sequence 
of indepedent random variables Zk,k € N, both series

OO oo
£ EZk , £ Var Zk
fc=i fc=i

converge, then the series 53fcii Zk converges with probability 1 to the ran
dom variable Z, which means 53fc3i — Z and

EZ = ^EZk, VarZ = ^VarZfc. 

fc=i fc=i

For this purpose we compute £lnXfc using the formula, [2, 4.352.1]:

f°° 1/ In x x1' 'e ^Xdx = — r(z/)[$(p) - In p], Reg > 0, Rei/ > 0.
Jo P1'

Then 53fcli -ElnXfc, after some calculation, can be rewritten as

E^^ = xE^hG4(‘-D) + i",40, -

fc=l fc=l L x z

where ®(z) = lnr(a:), [2, 8.360] is the Euler psi-function, increasing for 
x > 0. Then

(i) for 0 < p/X < 1,

i °° i r z i \
-oo < - [tf (0) + ln(40)] < £ E In Xk < * M + ln(40) ,

(ii) for p/A > 1,

I [* G) + '"<■©)] < E E In Xk < i [* (£) +1.(40)] .

Next we apply the formula (4.358.2) in [2]:

(16) Z xp_1 exp(-gx)(ln z)2dx = {[$(p) - In g]2 + ((2, i/- 1)} ,
Jo k"
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Re/x > 0, Re// > 0 and, therefore

(17)

OO
52£(ln.

fc=l

1 (2;,, [{* [i -; o - ?)] + ln(40)j

+ <
M404H]

2

where ((z,q) = l/(n + q)x, q / -n, Re z > 1, is a two-argument
Riemann function.

With respect to the function £ we shall consider three cases
(a) if 0 < p/X < 1 then -1 < q < -1/2, thus <(2,ę) = l/(n + tf)2 ,
(b) if 1 < p/X < 2 then -1/2 < q < 0, thus <(2,</) = l/(n + 9)2 >
(c) if p/X > 2 then q > 0, thus ((2,ę) < 1/n2 = ((2).

The estimation from the above will be the following
(a) if 0 < p/X < 1 then

°° 1
£b(1i.X,)2<^ j I + ln(46)

-i 2 oo

+ 52(n + 9) —2

n=0

(b)if 1 < p/X < 2, then
°° 1 oo '

52 £(ln*fc)2 < u? V4* (^ + ln(40)]2 + E(n + «)’2 *

(c) if p/X > 2 then

E £<]» < TJ [« (£) + l„(40,j2 + <(2) j
fc=l k

and as ((2) we put 7t2/6 .
Combining (i) with (a), (ii) with (b) and (ii) with (c) we conclude that 

in all cases the inequalites
oo oo

(18) -oo < 52 £(lnXfc) < 00 » 52Var(lnA)<00,
fc=i fc=i

hold and that by the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund theorem the series 
converges with probability 1 and

oo OO
52 In Xk = In X , 52£(lnXfc) = £(lnX),
fc=i *=i
oo

52 Var(ln Xk) = Var In X . 
fe=i

(19)
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Now we set the distribution In A = Y. Hence x = ey and therefore 

(20) fY(y | 0, A,p) = Qp/\p^A^ exp(py) [- exp(Ay)/Q] , -oo < y < oo .

This is the doubly exponential distribution, which has, for example, the 
reduced range R*, [4.14.95; 14.92]. The density function and the distri
bution function of the above distribution was tabulated by E. J. Gumbel, 
[3]-
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